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MARKET INDICATORS 
As of June 17, 2015 

Index/ Bond 
Index 

Level/Yield 
DoD 

Change 
DoD % 
Change 

PSEi 7,536.31 30.83 0.41% 

Dow Jones 17,935.74 31.26 0.17% 

S&P 500 2,100.44 4.15 0.20% 

NASDAQ 5,064.88 9.33 0.18% 

MSCI Asia ex-Japan 588.94 4.15 0.71% 

MSCI Emerging Market 969.40 4.06 0.42% 

5 Yr FXTN 3.91 -  

10 Yr US Treasury 2.32 1 bp  

USD/PHP 45.18 0.04  

Source: Bloomberg 

 

NEWS IN THE PHILIPPINES 
 
BSP Likely to Hold Rates Steady ; BOC Missed April Target Collection; BSP to Allow 
Banks to Establish Trust Companies 

 Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP): The government will likely keep its monetary policy 
steady anew on next week’s rate review. According to BSP Governor Amando M. Tetangco, 
Jr., “the conditions that have compelled other central banks to ease monetary policy are not 
exactly present in the Philippines.” He also said that inflation is expected to continue to be 
“well-anchored”. The government is also “cognizant of the expectations of global slowdown 
in economic growth and volatile asset prices arising from asynchronous monetary policies 
in advanced economies” but expect domestic demand conditions to remain robust.   
 

 Bureau of Customs (BoC): The agency collected Php 28.14 billion in April, down 8.5% from 
the P30.76 billion collected in the same month last year. According to the agency, “Despite a 
6.7% increase in the volume of oil imports, collection on oil imports, which was 30% of 
total collections in April last year, fell” on the back of a “45% drop in the weighted average 
values of crude oil and petroleum products”. Commissioner Alberto D. Lina said earlier in 
the month that they will not be able to hit their target this year as “oil prices remain low 
and are not expected to recover to their early 2014 levels”. 

 Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP): The government has approved the establishment of trust 
corporations that will operate independently from their parent banks. According to BSP 
Governor Amando M. Tetangco, Jr, “Banks currently have trust departments. What we have 
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decided is to allow banks to put up stand-alone trust corporations. It is welcomed by the 
banks because there are certain benefits such as trust corporations will be subject to lower 
supervision fees and no reserve requirements,” He added that the new rule was approved 
by the Monetary Board last week. 

 
Local Bond Market 

 The yield of the benchmark 5-year bond remained unchanged and closed at 3.91%. 
 The Bureau of the Treasury (BTr) traded sideways on lack of fresh data. Investors saw 

some interest on the recent 3-year auction the previous day which printed at the high side 
of the range.  

 
 
Philippine Stocks                                                                    

 The Philippine Stock Exchange index (PSEi) sustained its uptrend above the 7,500 line 
yesterday for a second straight session, as investors continued to pick up lower priced 
stocks ahead of the conclusion of the US Federal Reserve’s two-day policy meeting. The 
PSEi recovered to close at 7,536.31, up by 30.83 points or 0.41%. 

 

Philippine Peso 

 The Peso closed slightly weaker than the dollar yesterday on a quiet session as investors 
remained on the sidelines to wait for the US Federal Reserve’s statement following its two-
day policy meeting for clues on the timing of its interest rate hike.The pair closed at 45.18, 
up 4 centavos from yesterday’s 45.14 close. 

 

 

NEWS AROUND THE WORLD 
 
US Fed says Economy can Handle Rate Hike 

 Fed says Following the end of the Fed's two-day policy meeting, Fed Chair Janet Yellen said 
that she wanted "more decisive evidence" that labor markets were healing, and that wages 
would increase beyond their current "subdued pace." Though the central bank's latest 
policy statement keeps it on track for at least one and perhaps a second rate hike later this 
year, she also emphasized that the rate decision also depended on further improvement in 
the labor market. 

  
 

US Stock Market 

 U.S. stocks ended Wednesday’s choppy session with modest gains after the Federal Reserve 
left key interest rates unchanged and as Fed Chairwoman Janet Yellen reiterated policy 
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makers’ commitment to watch economic data. Yellen emphasized the importance of the 
pace and trajectory of rate hikes, saying the timing of the initial hike is less important. The 
S&P 500 rose 4.15 points or 0.20% to 2,100.44. The Dow Jones Industrial Average gained 

31.26 points or 0.17% to 17,935.74. The Nasdaq Composite added 9.33 points or 0.18% 

to 5,064.88. 

 
 

Asian Stocks 

 Asian stock markets followed the rebound of Wall Street and mostly rose after US markets 
was up in anticipation of the Federal Reserve decision on interest rates. The MSCI Asia-Ex 
Japan Index rose 0.71% or 4.15 points to close at 588.94. 

 
 
Emerging Markets 

 Emerging-market stocks advanced from an 11-week low and currencies strengthened as the 
Federal Reserve maintained its forecast for benchmark U.S. borrowing costs this year and 
lowered the projection for 2016. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index rose 0.46 points or 
0.42% to 969.40, ending a two-day slump. 

 

Sources: Bloomberg, Briefing.com, Business World, CNN, Inquirer, PhilStar, Reuters, WSJ 

  


